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Evidence of star-planet interactions in the form of planet-modulated chromo-
spheric emission has been noted for a number of hot Jupiters. Magnetic star-planet
interactions involve the release of energy stored in the stellar and planetary mag-
netic fields. These signals thus offer indirect detections of exoplanetary magnetic
fields. Here we report the derivation of the magnetic field strengths of four hot
Jupiter systems using the power observed in Ca II K emission modulated by mag-
netic star-planet interactions. By approximating the fractional energy released in
the Ca II K line we find that the surface magnetic field values for the hot Jupiters in
our sample range from 20 G to 120 G, ≈ 10 − 100 times larger than the values pre-
dicted by dynamo scaling laws for planets with rotation periods of ≈ 2− 4 days. On
the other hand, these value are in agreement with scaling laws relating the magnetic
field strength to the internal heat flux in giant planets. Large planetary magnetic
field strengths may produce observable electron-cyclotron maser radio emission
by preventing the maser from being quenched by the planet’s ionosphere. Inten-
sive radio monitoring of hot Jupiter systems will help confirm these field values
and inform on the generation mechanism of magnetic fields in this important class
of exoplanets.
The close orbits of hot Jupiters (a . 10R∗ where a is the planet’s semimajor axis and
R∗ is the stellar radius) make it possible for these objects to experience strong interactions
with their host stars via tides, collisions with stellar wind particles, accretion of evaporating
planetary gas onto the stellar surface, and magnetic reconnection between the stellar and
planetary magnetic field lines. Star-planet interactions (SPI) can potentially reveal details
about stellar wind properties, for which there are very little data1, and, most intriguingly,
planetary magnetic fields2,3,4,5,6.
Magnetic fields play a critical role in shielding planetary atmospheres from incoming
stellar wind particles and limiting mass loss7,8,9, a key condition for habitability, and provide
information about the composition of planetary interiors10. Understanding the magnetic
fields of hot Jupiters will aid in the future detection and characterization of the magnetic
fields of smaller planets closer to the habitable zone11. Most critically, measuring exo-
planet magnetic field strengths may break the composition degeneracy for planets with
known mass and radius, providing information about the structure and dynamics of the
convecting and electrically conducting interior10.
Magnetic SPI signals can manifest as flux changes in the cores of chromospherically
active lines that vary on the same timescale as the planet’s orbital period, unlike tidal
interactions which appear on timescales of half the orbital period2. Evidence of such
modulations has been observed in a number of hot Jupiter systems in the chromospheric
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emission of Ca II. The first such signal was presented for HD 17994912. Followup obser-
vations demonstrated similar behavior, strengthening the magnetic SPI interpretation13,14.
Similar signals have been observed in HD 189733, τ Boo, and υ And15,16. A flare sig-
nature in excess of phased rotational variations has also been noted in HD 7325613.
SPI-like modulations have also been observed in optical photometric variations17,18 and
in X-rays19,20,21. The observed variable nature of some magnetic SPI signatures can be
attributed to the planet passing through regions of differing stellar magnetic field strength
and topology22,23,24.
Chromospheric line flux changes due to magnetic SPI may be used to estimate plane-
tary magnetic field strengths. Scaling laws relating the power in magnetic SPI to planetary
and stellar properties have been given by various authors2,5,25,26. These power estimates
are consistent for a variety of different coronal field cases, although the exact constants
change depending on the assumptions made. It was demonstrated that, in the case of a
dipolar stellar field, the alignment of the stellar and planetary magnetospheres can have
a significant impact on the energy dissipated in the magnetic interaction5. An additional
source of energy in SPI signals may also be provided by particle outflows from the planet
onto the stellar surface27. It has also been shown that the decrease of the relative helic-
ity of the stellar field, triggered by the close-in planet, allows the evolution of the stellar
magnetic field configuration towards a lower energy state thus making dissipation of its
magnetic energy by internal reconnection possible on a global scale25,26. This process
can release a power up to 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than a pure reconnection at the
boundary between the stellar and planetary magnetospheres.
With the exception of a power estimate for the HD 179949 SPI signal and the tentative
SPI deviations for HD 73256 and κ1 Cet13, no other SPI measurements have been flux-
calibrated. This is due to the fact that ground-based high-resolution spectra are difficult
to flux calibrate accurately and, in general, absolute fluxes are not necessary to confirm
a SPI detection. However, in order to constrain specific SPI models or calculate absolute
strengths of exoplanetary magnetic fields, measurements of the power emitted in SPI
signals are needed2,28. Exoplanet magnetic field strengths derived from SPI signals offer
an important comparison for future detections, e.g., from radio observations of electron-
cyclotron maser emission with the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR)29.
In this paper we present magnetic field strengths for a sample of hot Jupiters with pub-
lished SPI signals (see Table 1). Using a new flux-calibration method for high-resolution
spectra, we convert the observed SPI signals into emitted powers and estimate the total
power in the SPI mechanism by applying specific models of magnetic SPI. We find that
the field strengths are larger than predicted by rotation scaling relations for planets with
rotation periods of ≈ 2 − 4 days3,30,31, as is expected for tidally-locked hot Jupiters, and
are comparable to the values suggested by internal heat flux scalings relationships which
also account for the extra energy deposition in hot Jupiters. Our results suggest that the
heat flux description is the most promising of the models considered for predicting the
magnetic fields of hot giant planets.
Ionized calcium SPI signals. We used existing data sets for which the changes in the
Ca II K (3933.66 A˚) cores have been attributed to SPI due to modulation that is phased
with the planet’s orbital period and exclude those for which the variability is attributable to
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stellar rotation15 (see Methods for details on the observations). Previously published SPI
signals are not, in general, flux-calibrated since they are measured with high-resolution
ground-based spectrographs. We used corrected PHOENIX model spectra in order to
flux-calibrate the Ca II K SPI variations in our sample (see Methods for details). We then
converted the Ca II K fluxes to disk-averaged powers by multiplying by piR2∗.
We show the flux-calibrated Ca II K residual spectra (top row) and summed residual
powers (rows 2 - 4) in Figure 1. We generate the residual spectra by subtracting the
average spectrum of the epoch from each individual spectrum. The spectra are velocity-
corrected to the rest frame of the observed. We then calculate the residual powers by
summing the residual spectrum across a 1.0 A˚ bin centered on the Ca II K rest wave-
length. The bottom row in Figure 1 shows the final SPI signals, i.e., residual powers
phased to the planetary orbital period. The red lines are the best-fit sinusoid curves to
the SPI signal. We use the sinusoids to estimate the peak power in the signal and orbital
phase at which the peak power occurs (see Methods for further details). SPI flux, power,
and orbital phase offsets from the sub-planetary point, as well as their 68% confidence
intervals, are given in Table 2.
Theories of magnetic SPI. Magnetic SPI signals can be used to estimate the strength of
planetary magnetic fields by comparing the observed power with predictions from mag-
netic SPI models. Several analytical predictions for the power released in magnetic SPI
have been developed, the first of which estimated the power by assuming that the avail-
able energy is generated entirely in reconnection events between the planetary and stellar
magnetospheres2. It was shown that the power (P) at the boundary between the stellar
and planetary magnetospheres is
P = γ
pi
µ
R2pB
4/3
∗ B
2/3
p0 vrel (1)
where Rp is the planetary radius, B∗ is the magnitude of the stellar magnetic field at the or-
bital distance of the planet, Bp0 is the planetary surface magnetic field at the pole, vrel is the
relative velocity between the planet and the stellar magnetic field lines at the planet’s or-
bital distance, µ is the magnetic permeability of free space, and 0 < γ < 1 is an efficiency
factor that depends on the relative angle of the stellar and planetary magnetospheres25,26.
Assuming γ = 0.5, it was demonstrated26 that magnetic reconnection alone produces
powers ≈ 2 − 3 orders of magnitude lower than the ≈ 1020 W estimate for the SPI signal
observed around HD 17994913. Even if we assume γ = 1, Rp = 1RJ, B∗ = 0.005 G,
Bp0 = 100 G, and vrel = 150 km s−1 we find a total power of ≈ 2 × 1018 W, two orders
of magnitude lower than the observed Ca II K powers. Planetary field strengths of order
∼ 104 G are needed to reach the observed powers. Because of this, we do not further
consider the reconnection scenario as a viable model.
Alfve´n wing SPI models have also been explored5,32. It was found for HD 179949 b that
values of the planetary magnetic field strength ≈ 4000× greater than Jupiter’s magnetic
field strength are needed to reproduce the 1020 W estimated for the observed Ca II SPI
signal13. A variety of Alfve´n wing scenarios were investigated for hot massive planets,
including the importance of the alignment between stellar and planetary magnetospheres,
and scaling laws were generated which estimated the energy available in each case5. For
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Figure 1: Ca II K residual spectra (top row), summed residual power as a function of
time (second row) and stellar rotational phase (third row), and summed residual power
as a function of planetary orbital phase (bottom row). The colors in the top row repre-
sent different nightly observations: black is earlier in time and red is more recent (see
Supplementary Table 1). The residual spectra are smoothed by twenty pixels for clarity
and the line core flux integration range is shown in gray. The blue curve in the rotational
phase panel for HD 189733 is the best-fit sinusoid to the rotational modulation16. Note
that τ Boo is synchronously rotating with its planet. The best-fit sinusoids to the orbitally
phased data are shown in red. Objects marked with an orange cross do not have their
rotational modulation removed. Uncertainties are 1-σ values and are quadrature sums
of the residual flux uncertainties. The power uncertainties include the uncertainty of the
stellar radius.
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most cases, it was found that the available power is ≈ 1019 W, slightly lower than needed
to explain the powers derived here, especially given the fact that the measured powers
include only that emitted by the Ca II K line which is a fraction of the total emitted power.
In another possible scenario, planets may increase the star’s magnetic helicity, which
is a measure of the twisting of coronal field lines and is generally conserved during the
coronal field evolution putting a constraint on the possible energy release process. Power
estimates have been computed for variations in coronal magnetic field helicity as induced
by the passage of the massive planet through the stellar magnetosphere26. It was found
that both linear and non-linear force-free fields provide a similar amount of power com-
pared with the case of pure reconnection and thus are also inadequate to explain the
observations.
The most promising scenario for producing the necessary power, which was explored
analytically with the goal of estimating how energy generated in magnetic SPI can cause
evaporation of planetary material, is the Poynting flux across the base of a magnetic flux
tube connecting the planetary surface to the stellar surface33. The power is generated by
continuous stretching of the magnetic footprint on the stellar surface due to the relative
motion between the planet and stellar magnetosphere. It was shown that in this case the
available power is approximately
P ≈ 2pi
µ
fAPR
2
pB
2
p0vrel (2)
where Rp, Bp0, µ, and vrel have the same meanings as in equation (1) and fAP is the frac-
tion of the planetary hemisphere covered by flux tubes33. In this case, the total available
power is ≈ 1020 − 1021 W, sufficient to explain the powers measured here. We consider
this the most likely description of magnetic SPI for hot giant planets as it is the only one
that predicts the observed emitted powers. We note that similar powers are obtained in
numerical simulations of hot giant planets involving similar magnetic interactions with their
host stars28.
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Figure 2: Observed powers in the Ca II K line residuals as a function of relevant magnetic
SPI parameters. The powers range from ≈ 0.5 to 2.2 1020 W. Note that B∗ is the stellar
magnetic field strength at the orbital distance of the planet. Uncertainties for the system
parameters are 1-σ literature values. There are no obvious correlations between any of
the individual parameters and the measured powers.
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Figure 2 shows the maximum Ca II K power as a function of relevant SPI parameters
from equation (2). There is no clear trend with any single system parameter, although the
two planets with the largest radii have the highest powers. The range of observed powers
only varies by a factor of ≈ 5, suggesting that the physical mechanism responsible for
producing the Ca II K variations is roughly the same in all systems. If, for example, the
reconnection scenario given by equation (1) was producing the SPI signal in one system
and the flux tube scenario from equation (2) was active in another, we might expect to see
powers that differ by a factor of ≈ 100− 1000.
Another indicative feature of the observed magnetic SPI signals is the phase at which
the power is greatest: for all objects the peak power is reached between φmax ≈ 0.5− 0.9,
which corresponds to a phase lag between the planet and the induced hot spot on the star
of ∆φ ≈ 180◦ and 30◦. These values are consistent with certain cases of the linear and
non-linear force-free flux tube models26, although the large phase lag observed for υ And
is difficult to reproduce with either model. Regardless of the specific model interpretation,
it is notable that three of the four objects have phase lags within a fairly narrow range.
Planetary magnetic field strengths. With the Ca II K powers, we can calculate absolute
field strengths for the planets using the favored flux tube SPI model. All of the quantities
in equation (2) are known or can be well estimated and thus we can solve for Bp0 for each
planet. In equation (2), fAP depends on the ratio B∗/Bp0 and so equation (2) must be
solved numerically. For the field strengths we derive here, fAP = 0.02− 0.20.
Since the observed Ca II K power is a lower limit to the total power produced by the
SPI mechanism we need to estimate the fraction of the total SPI energy radiated away
in Ca II K. We accomplish this by comparing the SPI emission to moderate solar flares,
which are also powered by the release of magnetic energy. Using the modeled dissipated
energies for M-class solar flares34, which comprise ≈ 10% of measured X-ray flares35, and
the energy radiated in Ca II K for an M-class flare (≈ 2.5 × 1029 ergs36), we estimate that
Ca II K emits energy equal to 0.21% ± 0.08% of the total energy dissipated in the flare,
where the uncertainty is the standard deviation of the M-class flare dissipated energies
(assuming a constant value for the emitted Ca II K energy). We calculate the planetary
field strengths within the ±1σ boundaries for the Ca II K conversion fraction. We note that
the fraction of optical emission line energy radiated in Ca II K was found to be ≈ 14% of
the total energy observed during a flare on HD 189733, which emitted a total of > 9×1031
ergs37. The same measurement of Ca II K energy in the aforementioned M-class solar
flare, which emitted ≈ 2 × 1030 ergs, is 13%36, suggesting that the fraction of energy
emitted by Ca II K is consistent across this range of flare energies.
In Table 3 we report magnetic field strengths of the sample for different values of ,
the fraction of the total dissipated energy radiated away in Ca II K. We give the  = 100%
values as a lower-limit reference. We derive the 1σ uncertainties by propagating the
parameter errors from Table 1 in quadrature. Note that, with the exception of υ And b,
the uncertainties on individual values of Bp0 are similar to the spread in Bp0 for different
values of . The measurement uncertainty for υ And b is ≈ 90% of the planetary field
strength value due to the large uncertainty in the stellar magnetic field.
We also include in Table 3 (last row) the surface polar planetary field strengths calcu-
lated using the recent scaling relation for hot planets which includes the extra heat from
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the central star38. Building on previous work which showed that the magnetic field strength
of giant planets depends on their internal heat flux39,40, magnetic field strengths were es-
timated for hot Jupiters which receive an incident flux ≥ 2 × 108 erg s−1 cm−2 and have
Rp ≥ RJ38. This model included the excess luminosity that results from heating by the
central star41. Since the magnetic field scaling law relies on the internal heat flux of the
planet39, the field strengths including heating from the central star are ≈ 4−5× larger than
the nominal values which only consider the cooling of the planet over time40. The models
which include the extra heating assume for simplicity that the heat is deposited at the
center of the planet. Off-center heat deposition may disrupt convective flows in the planet
interior or reduce the efficiency of conversion to magnetic energy, reducing the magnetic
field strength. Thus the extra heat values are likely upper limits. On the other hand, it
has been noted that the dynamo generation region in giant planets may be close to the
surface30, which would allow more of the deposited heat to contribute to the generation of
a magnetic field.
We plot the planetary field strengths from equation (2) against the planetary field
strengths calculated with the extra stellar heating models38 in Figure 3. There is some
agreement between the SPI-derived fields and those from the scaling relations which in-
clude the additional heat flux from the star. More important is the fact that the values of
Bp0 we derive here are ≈ 2 − 8× larger than predicted by rotation scaling and internal
heat flux evolution without considering the extra energy deposited into hot planet inte-
riors by their host stars40. We suggest that the correspondence shown here between
the field strengths derived from the flux tube SPI scenario and the extra heat deposition
model supports the idea of hot massive planets hosting much stronger magnetic fields
than would be expected from only considering the thermal evolution of the planet and
their slow rotation30,31. More flux-calibrated SPI detections are needed for planets with
known radii (i.e., transiting planets) in order to enlarge the comparison sample.
Our results are in contrast with the small magnetic moments derived for hot planets
using models of exospheric Lyman-α absorption. A magnetic moment of ≈ 0.1µJup, where
µJup is the magnetic moment of Jupiter, was found for HD 209458 b42. The extra heat
deposition models estimate a polar surface magnetic field strength for HD 209458 b of
≈ 49 G38, approximately three times stronger than Jupiter’s surface field. Similarly, the
magnetic moment for the hot Neptune GJ 436 b was estimated to be ≈ 0.16µJup43. These
models, however, rely on a number of highly uncertain parameters (e.g., planetary mass
loss rate and stellar wind density) and, in the case of HD 209458 b, a low-signal-to-noise
Lyman-α transmission spectrum.
The large planetary field strengths we find for our sample have important conse-
quences for the detection of radio emission from the planets’ magnetospheres. It has
been suggested that the dense ionospheres of some hot Jupiters may quench any ra-
dio waves generated by the electron-cyclotron maser instability (ECMI) since the plasma
frequency will be greater than that of the radio emission44,45. However, this is generally
only the case for weak planetary field strengths of the order ≈ 1 − 10 G and planets with
extended ionospheres46. For the planetary field strengths we find here, conditions are
more favorable for the generation and escape of radio waves produced by the ECMI. The
peak radio frequencies emitted by the ECMI for our sample, which is νpeak ≈ 2.8Bp0 MHz3,
are 56, 240, 327, and 232 MHz for HD 189733 b, HD 179949 b, τ Boo b, and υ And
7
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Figure 3: Magnetic field strengths from equation (2) and those calculated using the extra
heat deposition models38 for the case of  = 0.2% from Table 3. The gray line is the line of
equal values. Uncertainties are 1-σ values and are derived by propagating the parameter
and power errors in quadrature. There is some correspondence between the SPI field
strengths and those from the extra heat deposition models, supporting internal heat flux
descriptions of magnetic field generation in hot planets.
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b, respectively. Radio observations of our sample near these frequencies will be useful
in confirming our derived field strengths which will aid in illuminating the most dominant
physical parameters for predicting giant planet magnetic fields.
Methods
Observations and data reduction. High-resolution spectra (R ≈ 65, 000−110, 000) of our
targets (Supplementary Table 1) were obtained with NARVAL on the 2-meter Te´lescope
Bernard Lyot (TBL) or Gecko or ESPaDOnS on the 3.6-meter Canada France Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT). We give the references for the original publications in Supplementary
Table 1. Data reduction details can be found in these references but a brief summary
is given here. Standard reduction steps were performed for all exposures, including bias
subtraction, or dark subtraction in the case of the Gecko data, flat fielding, and wavelength
calibration using a reference lamp exposure. All data from ESPaDOnS and NARVAL were
reduced using the automated pipeline LIBRE-ESPRIT. The typical signal-to-noise per pixel
in the continuum near Ca II K for an average nightly spectrum ranges from ≈ 300 up to
≈ 3000. All spectra are corrected for the Earth’s heliocentric motion, the system’s radial
velocity, and the radial velocity induced by the planet on the star.
All of the stellar and planetary parameters and their uncertainties are given in Table 1.
Uncertainties for the orbital periods and semi-major axes are negligible and are omitted
from the analysis. We estimate the radii of the non-transiting planets using a probabilistic
mass-radius relationship56. For hot Jupiters, the radius is also a function of incident stellar
flux, with more highly irradiated planets having larger radii for a given mass41. This results
in a large radius spread of ≈ 15% at a particular mass56 since most of the Jupiter-mass
planets with known radii are hot Jupiters. We thus consider the planetary radii to be
uncertain at the level of 15%.
Calculating the Ca II K fluxes. High-resolution spectra are not, in general, flux cali-
brated, which makes it impossible to use the SPI signals to derive planetary magnetic field
strengths. Estimates of the surface flux can be obtained by using the absolute fluxes from
PHOENIX model spectra of the same Teff. These PHOENIX models have been used in a
number of previous studies for a similar purpose57,58 and are currently the gold-standard
in stellar photosphere models for FGKM main-sequence stars.
In order to estimate the Ca II K surface fluxes of our objects, we used a grid of
PHOENIX model spectra59 with logg = 4.5 and [Fe/H] = 0.0. Before applying the PHOENIX
spectra to the data, it is important to understand how well the model surface fluxes predict
measured flux values.
To accomplish this we retrieved the latest version of the Next Generation Spectral
Library (NGSL) from the MAST database1. The NGSL contains 374 stars with spectra
covering λ = 2000 − 10000 A˚ at R ≈ 1000, observed using the Space Telescope Imaging
Spectrograph onboard the Hubble Space Telescope. To ensure that we only used NGSL
stars with well-determined parameters, we cross-referenced the NGSL objects with those
from the PASTEL catalog60, resulting in 295 matches. Since our targets are comprised
of main sequence FGK stars, we only selected objects from the remaining sample with
1https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/stisngsl/
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4500 K < Teff < 7000 K, 4.1 < logg < 4.7, and −1.0 < [Fe/H] < 1.0. These cuts resulted in
38 final objects.
Converting observed fluxes to surface fluxes requires knowledge of the object’s dis-
tance and radius. All of the final 38 objects have well known distances, as they all reside
d∗ < 100 pc from the sun. In order to derive radii for the sample, we used the Teff and logg
values from the PASTEL catalog and a recent Teff−M∗ relationship61. We then solved for
R∗ using the measured logg values and the interpolated M∗ values.
Once the NGSL spectra were converted into surface flux, we took the mean flux value
in two continuum bands between 3885-3915 and 3980-4010 A˚. We performed the same
steps to the PHOENIX model spectra, which we convolved down to the spectral resolution
of the NGSL spectra. An example of a comparison between the NGSL star HD 21742
with Teff = 5160 K and the corresponding PHOENIX model of the same Teff is shown
in Supplementary Figure 1. The resulting mean NGSL and PHOENIX model fluxes are
shown in the top panel of Supplementary Figure 2; the bottom panel shows the ratio of
the model fluxes to the NGSL fluxes.
Overall, the measured fluxes are well approximated by the PHOENIX models. How-
ever, there is a trend in the flux ratio: the models tend to over-predict the measured values
for Teff . 5500 K by ≈ 10− 30% and only slightly over-predict them for larger Teff. A typical
example of the over-predicted flux is shown in Supplementary Figure 1. To account for
this trend in Teff we fit a power law to the Fmod/FCaII values in the lower panel. The fit is
performed using an MCMC procedure based on affine-invariant sampling62,63. The best-fit
result and 68% confidence intervals are shown with the solid orange line and gray band,
respectively. This fit is applied to all of the Ca II flux derivations for our SPI sample. We
note that for most objects the correction is < 15%.
The exact cause of the larger model discrepancies at lower Teff is unknown. The NGSL
spectra were observed with the 52′′ × 0.2′′ slit and there is no evidence of a systematic
error in the flux calibration as a function of stellar color. PHOENIX model surface fluxes
between 3900 A˚ and 4000 A˚ for logg = 4.0− 5.0 only differ by at most 15%, ruling out the
constant logg of the models as the cause. The difference is likely due to the LTE treatment
of most atomic species in the models, which can significantly change the flux in the wings
of strong lines, such as Ca II K.
Emitted power estimates. All of the published spectra we use were continuum normal-
ized. In order to flux-calibrate a spectrum, a flux correction factor is needed that is a
function of wavelength across the desired range. Our approach was as follows:
1. Interpolate between PHOENIX spectra to produce a model spectrum with approxi-
mately the same Teff as the object.
2. Perform a linear fit to the continuum surrounding the Ca II H and K lines of the model
spectrum.
3. Multiply the normalized object spectrum by the linear flux correction factor.
4. Multiply the flux-calibrated object spectrum by the power law adjustment factor.
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5. Subtract the mean flux-calibrated spectrum of the epoch from all individual spectra
from the same epoch.
6. Sum the residual core flux across a 1 A˚ band centered on the rest wavelength of the
line.
7. Multiply the core flux by piR2∗ to find the power averaged over the observable stellar
disk.
We show an example of steps 1-3 in the flux calibration process in Supplementary
Figure 3. The Gecko spectra for HD 179949 and υ And cover a subset of the Ca II H and
K order of ESPaDOnS and NARVAL spectra and cannot be normalized in the same way
using step 2. We made minor continuum corrections to the Gecko orders by multiplying
the continuum by the ratio between the Gecko spectrum and an average spectrum of the
same object taken with ESPaDOnS from a separate epoch. We then applied the flux
calibration vector from the ESPaDOnS epochs to the Gecko spectra, which then have the
same stellar continuum shape as the ESPaDOnS spectra.
We note that the scatter of the observed fluxes compared with the power law fit in
Supplementary Figure 2 is larger (≈ 15%) than the spread in surface flux of models within
the Teff uncertainty range (≈ ±50 K). Thus we do not consider the linear continuum fit or
Teff as sources of uncertainty in the surface fluxes.
We generated the residual spectra by subtracting the flux-calibrated average spectrum
for the epoch from each individual spectrum from the same epoch. For example, there
are three separate observing epochs for HD 179979. Any small offsets from zero, which
are typically 5 − 10% of the residual flux level, in the continuum are then removed with a
low order polynomial. Note that we only calculated residual fluxes for the Ca II K line due
to the higher signal-to-noise for some objects and the strong correlation between Ca II
H and K residual measurements12. Once the spectra are corrected, the residual Ca II K
fluxes are summed across a 1.0 A˚ wide band centered on 3933.66 A˚. We then converted
the fluxes to powers by multiplying by piR2∗.
We calculated the uncertainties on the power estimates by combining in quadrature
the 1σ flux error from the residual spectra as measured outside of the line core with the
uncertainty in the stellar radius and a 15% uncertainty in the model flux correction factor.
The correction factor uncertainty is the standard deviation of the residuals to the power
law fit in Supplementary Figure 2.
We subtracted rotational modulation attributed to the star from the residuals for HD
18973316. HD 179949 and υ And do not show evidence of rotational modulation in the
epochs chosen for this analysis. τ Boo b has an orbital period similar to its star’s rota-
tional period. However, photometric variations observed for τ Boo can more plausibly be
attributed to the planet rather than stellar rotation due to their persistence across multi-
ple years and consistency with the planetary orbital period and phase17. Based on this
evidence it is most likely that the Ca II K variations are due to the planet.
We fit a sinusoid to the orbitally phased signals in order to derive estimates of the
maximum power and phase offset. Although SPI variations may not be fully described by
a simple sinusoid, we chose this functional form to avoid over-fitting the small number of
data points. The period was fixed to the planet’s orbital period, leaving the phase offset
11
and amplitude as the free parameters. The fits were performed with the same MCMC
procedure used to derive the flux correction factor. We chose the peak in the model sine
curve and its phase offset, along with each parameter’s 68% confidence intervals, as the
maximum power and phase offset for the observed SPI signals. The mean power was
taken directly from the data where the uncertainty is simply the standard deviation of the
mean.
Data Availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings
of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. The
reduced spectra used here are also publicly available via the PolarBase archive and the
CFHT data archive.
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Teff R∗ Prot B∗(r = R∗) Mpl Rp Porb ap
Object (K) (R) (days) (G) (MJup) (RJup) (days) (AU) References
HD 179949 6170± 50 1.23± 0.03 11.0± 0.8 3.2± 0.3 1.04± 0.08 1.22± 0.18 3.0925 0.044 47,48
HD 189733 5040± 50 0.76± 0.01 11.9± 0.16 27.0± 3.0 1.14± 0.03 1.14± 0.03 2.2186 0.031 49,50,51,52
τ Boo 6387± 50 1.48± 0.08 3.7± 0.1 2.6± 0.2 6.13± 0.34 1.13± 0.17 3.3124 0.048 47,53,54
υ And 6213± 50 1.64± 0.04 12.0± 0.1 2.5± 1.1 0.69± 0.06 1.25± 0.19 4.6170 0.059 47,55
Table 1: SPI system parameters. All uncertainties are 1-σ values. The masses for HD 179949 b and τ Boo b were derived from
Mpsini, stellar rotational periods, vsini, and orbital inclination assuming alignment with the stellar spin axis. The radii for HD 179949,
τ Boo b, and υ And b were estimated using a probabilistic mass-radius relationship56. Significant differential rotation has been noted
for τ Boo53 and HD 17994948. Here we take the rotation period for the polar latitudes in both systems.
mean(FK) max(FK) mean(PK) max(PK)
Object (104 erg cm−2 s−1) (104 erg cm−2 s−1) (1020 W) (1020 W) φmax
HD 179949 6.67± 1.18 10.76+0.28−0.28 1.53± 0.27 2.46+0.13−0.13 0.65+0.01−0.01
HD 189733 3.22± 0.77 5.76+0.62−0.63 0.28± 0.07 0.49+0.09−0.09 0.92+0.02−0.02
τ Boo 1.25± 0.35 2.43+0.12−0.12 0.41± 0.11 0.79+0.08−0.08 0.77+0.02−0.02
υ And 2.64± 0.44 4.25+0.10−0.10 1.14± 0.19 1.84+0.11−0.11 0.46+0.01−0.01
Table 2: Ca II K absolute fluxes (FK ) and powers (PK ). The uncertainties on the mean flux and mean power are the standard
deviation of the mean for each phased SPI signal. The uncertainty for the maximum flux is the 1-σ error for the individual value.
Uncertainties on the maximum power and peak phase are derived from the MCMC sinusoid fitting (see Methods). The sub-planetary
point is taken to be where φ = 0.
 = ECaIIK/Etot HD 189733 b HD 179949 b τ Boo b υ And b
100% 0.4± 0.1 1.9± 0.7 2.7± 0.9 1.9± 1.8
0.12% 27± 8 111± 38 163± 52 118± 109
0.20% 20± 7 86± 29 117± 38 83± 77
0.28% 17± 5 68± 23 95± 30 68± 63
Yadav & Thorngren (2017) 53± 17 89± 31 213± 52 62± 30
Table 3: Surface polar planetary magnetic field (Bp0) strengths. Magnetic fields are calculated using the flux tube model from
equation (2) and the extra heat deposition theory38. Field strengths are given in units of Gauss. All uncertainties are 1-σ values and
are derived by combining the various parameter uncertainties from equation (2) in quadrature.
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Supplementary tables and figures. Supplementary information including a log of the observations (Supplementary Table 1) and
graphics showing the flux calibration method (Supplementary Figures 1 - 3).
Object Observation Date Instrument Telescope λ/∆λ Reference
HD 179949 2001 Aug 25 Gecko CFHT 110,000 12
2001 Aug 26 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2001 Aug 28 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Jul 25 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Jul 28 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Jul 29 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Aug 20 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Aug 22 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2005 Sep 16 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000 15
2005 Sep 20 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2005 Sep 21 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
HD 189733 2013 Aug 4 NARVAL TBL 65,000 16,48
2013 Aug 5 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 8 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 10 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 11 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 13 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 15 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 18 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 19 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 21 NARVAL TBL 65,000
2013 Aug 22 NARVAL TBL 65,000
τ Boo 2006 Jun 9 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000 15
2006 Jun 10 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 12 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 13 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 14 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 15 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 16 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 17 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
2006 Jun 18 ESPaDOnS CFHT 80,000
υ And 2002 Jul 27 Gecko CFHT 110,000 13
2002 Jul 28 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Jul 29 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Jul 30 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Aug 21 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2002 Aug 23 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2003 Sep 9 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2003 Sep 10 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2003 Sep 11 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2003 Sep 12 Gecko CFHT 110,000
2003 Sep 13 Gecko CFHT 110,000
Supplementary Table 1: Log of observations. Note that all raw and calibrated data are
available from the CFHT (https://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/cfht/) and Po-
larBase (http://polarbase.irap.omp.eu/) archives.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Example of the NGSL star HD 21742 and the PHOENIX model
spectrum of the same Teff. The value of the ratio plotted in the bottom panel of Supple-
mentary Figure 2 is given in the upper-left. The continuum bands used for the mean flux
comparison are shown with the shaded gray areas.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Top panel: surface fluxes for the selected NGSL sample (green
circles) and the flux values from the PHOENIX model spectra (solid red line). Bottom
panel: the ratio of the model fluxes to the measured fluxes. The PHOENIX models tend
to over-predict the surface fluxes for Teff . 5500 K. A power-law fit to this trend is shown
with the orange line, as well as the 68% confidence intervals in the banded gray region.
The power law fit is used as a corrective factor when applying the PHOENIX models to
our SPI targets.
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1. Normalized spectra
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2. Model flux spectrum
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3. Object flux−calibrated spectrum
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Supplementary Figure 3: Step-by-step visualization of the flux calibration process. The
gray bands in all panels show the range of wavelengths used to normalize the spectra or
fit the continuum flux. The left panel shows the normalized spectrum comparison between
the object and the rotationally broadened PHOENIX model of the same Teff. The middle
panel shows the linear flux continuum fit (red line) to the PHOENIX model flux spectrum.
The third panel shows the flux continuum fit (green line) to the model spectrum, adjusted
for the power law correction shown in Supplementary Figure 2, and the flux calibrated
object spectrum.
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